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I. Introduction

The ratio decidendi of the decision of the High Court of Australia in Dow Jones Inc & Company v Gutnick1 (“Gutnick”) was that it is where a person downloads comprehensible information/ material from the World Wide Web that damage to reputation may be done.2 It was held in the case that the damaged reputation of Mr Joseph Gutnick took place in Australia-Victoria where the alleged defamatory material was downloaded, not New Jersey where the material in issue was uploaded and the website’s server located.3

The effect was therefore that the Australian High Court imposed Australian law over Dow Jones & Co Inc (“Dow Jones”), the United States based publisher of Barron’s online. The issue that arises is whether such a decision can be reconciled with decisions in other jurisdictions, in particular in the US where freedom of speech rights enshrined in the First Amendment are upheld to be sacrosanct. In the US corridors of justice Gutnick would barely have crawled past the preliminary objection stages.

The discourse illuminates on the international impact of this decision and whether it is possible to reconcile the competing positions. The first part of the discourse explains the Gutnick case, and then delves into an analysis of the background of defamation tort law. It also explores the jurisdictional and conflict of law difficulties that arise in the online environment internationally. The second part analyses case law and the logic behind the conflicting and similar positions taken worldwide. The last part analyses the impact of Gutnick internationally and whether the decision can be reconciled with other international jurisdictions. This analysis is on the backdrop of the borderless nature of the internet.

II. Historical and current underpinnings of the tort of defamation

A. The Gutnick case

The case involved Mr Joseph Gutnick, a prominent and well known businessman in Victoria, and Dow Jones, the publisher of the Wall Street Journal.4 In October of 2000 Dow Jones published an article on Barron’s magazine entitled ‘ unholy gains’ which was uploaded in New Jersey on its wsj.com subscription news site on the web.5 The article claimed the Melbourne businessman Mr Joseph Gutnick had engaged in improper business dealings and was associated with a convicted tax evader and money launderer.6 Of 550,000 web site subscribers 1700 of them paid by way of Australian credit cards and an estimated 300 were from Victoria.7

B. Background on Conflicts of Choice of Law in Australia and Internationally

The tort of defamation is an intentional tort that arises when communication harms the reputation of a person such that it lowers the person’s estimation in the community or deters third persons from dealing with the person.8 There are two traditional forms of defamation, namely, libel and slander, which divides defamatory communication into written and spoken word respectively.9 The common law development of tort law in Australia is of particular interest as it elaborates on the reasoning adopted by the High Court in the Gutnick case. The Defamation Act of 2005 however does away with the distinction between libel and slander.10 The Australian High Court changed the common law rule for choice of law in tort cases to a rule which requires the application of the law of the place of tort.11 This change for both inter and intranational choice of law was evidenced by the decision of the court in Regie Nationale des Usines Renault SA v Zhang12 (“Zhang”) and John Pfeiffer Pty Ltd v Rogerson13 respectively. The rule adopted in the quest to create certainty was that: the law to be applied in tort cases was none other than that of the place where the tort occurred- lex loci delicti rule.14 Therefore in the Gutnick case once it was established that the place of downloading not uploading was the place where the tort of defamation occurs, it automatically followed that Australian law applied.

This is the first point of conflict and departure with predominant international norms in other jurisdictions worldwide. The United Kingdom which has a rather similar system to that of Australia has legislatively moved away from a strict application of the lex loci delicti rule15. Since 1995 the Private International Law (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act in the UK has provided for the lex loci delicti rule to be displaced where it is substantially more appropriate for another law to apply.16 It will however be shown that UK courts have successfully utilised other benchmarks which have turned it into a prime destination for internet libel tourism.17 The Restatement (Second) of Conflict of Laws, in its treatment of personal injury torts also calls
for the application of the place where the tort occurred unless some other state has a more significant relationship to the occurrence and the parties. Other tort related conventions also allude to a similar approach of creating some flexibility with regard to the choice of applicable law in tort cases. In Europe under the Brussels I Regulation defamation claims can be brought wherever the harmful event occurred - where it is read, however as interpreted in *Handelskwekerij G.J Bier BV v Mines de Potasse d’Alsace SA* the European Court of Justice noted that it also means a plaintiff can do so where the damage occurred or the place of the event giving rise to it. This is also a flexible approach.

Greene criticizes this approach and its application in *Gutnick* because there will always be cases where it is very difficult to feel that there is an obvious place where a tort occurred. Victorian law was rightly applied in line with *Zhang* because the tort occurred in Victoria. However the premise that the tort occurred in Victoria was based on technicalities of the law of defamation rather than any cogent concerns of the law regulating choice of law.

1. Fundamental Point of Divergence in International Defamation Law

It is imperative to acknowledge the close proximity between the UK law of defamation and Australian law of defamation. This explains why *Gutnick* has been cited severally in English courts as a clear indicator that the place of downloading is where the tort of defamation occurs. The US on the other hand has over the years taken a different approach to the law of defamation. The European Union on its part is still struggling to adopt uniform defamation laws after a rejection of Rome II's defamation provisions.

Defamation involves striking a delicate balance between free speech rights and the protection of reputation. Free speech is driven by courts' recognition of the need for free flow of information in society, while protection of reputation oscillates around the value in one's reputation. This is the point of divergence between America and other jurisdictions like Australia and the UK, primarily because in this delicate balancing act American courts tip the scales in favour of free speech while Australian courts tip the scales in favour of reputation. U.S libel law is based on First Amendment jurisprudence since 1964 while British and Australian law favours the plaintiff and an unattainted reputation.

These conflicting legal standards on tackling defamation have become more pronounced with the advent and growth of the internet. This is because the internet has no respect for traditional ideological constructions like sovereignty. Therefore conflicts on which legal standards to apply, as was evident in *Gutnick*, are on the rise.

III. Global defamation case law developments, from Victoria to London to New York: the logic behind unyielding positions

A. Substantive Law and Common Law Disparities

The development of American jurisprudence on defamation took a different path from that of Australia and the UK with the decision of the Supreme Court in *New York v Sullivan*. The court essentially placed strict limitations on libel suits and the burden of proof shifted to the plaintiff who if it is a public figure must prove "actual malice". The Supreme Court also eliminated the common law presumption of falsity and strict liability hence a plaintiff is required to prove fault in addition to falsity even if the plaintiff is a private figure.

Defendants in England and Australia still shoulder the burden of proof to prove the truth of disputed statements. Proving truth can be difficult given journalists confidential sources. Defences such as truth which make a defence justified have been criticised as requiring one to prove the truth of every material fact, another uphill task. Existing exceptions to strict liability in both Australia and England such as "fair comment" and "qualified privilege" are said to still have a high truth threshold placed on defendants and narrow interpretations. Perhaps the only avenue that grants substantial immunity to a defendant's freedom of speech in most common law jurisdictions, in particular Australia and England, is absolute privilege offered to judicial proceedings and parliamentarians. In Australia, other defences such as honest opinion, innocent dissemination and triviality are also available to the defendant.

B. Civil Procedure Disparities

The United Kingdom has fee shifting provisions in the sense that it is the losing party that has to bear the costs that are associated with litigation. Australia also has similar provisions however it is possible for the court to order that both parties pay their respective costs for the suit. However as already highlighted, since the burden of proof lies with the defendant, the odds favour the plaintiff. Furthermore litigation costs in both Australia and the UK are substantially high; in the case of the latter the much needed multiple lawyers in such suits charge as much as 1,300 pounds an hour.

The statute of limitations on internet material is another fundamental point of departure. In Australia and the US time runs from the first publication, however the UK has a rather ridiculous provision in the age of the internet which states that the statute of limitations doesn't begin until the publication is no longer available in print. Reforms are ongoing and were evident in the Defamation Reform Act of 1996 which reduced the limitation period of any libel claim to one year, and included new defences like innocent dissemination.

The multiple publication rule however remains the most irreconcilable disparity evident in *Gutnick* because the
US subscribes to the single publication rule. A section of the bench in Gutnick unreservedly reiterated the application of the multiple publication rule. The rule has its origins in the old common law case The Duke of Brunswick which held that every publication of disputed work, in any forum worldwide, gives rise to a separate tort. Kirby J was rightly apprehensive about the multiple publication rule and pointed out the Australian Law Reform Commission's proposal for an abrogation of the rule. However he insinuated that his hands are tied without legislative reform, especially considering Australian aversion for wanton judicial activism.

The single publication rule in contrast holds that only one edition of a book, article etc constitutes a single publication, and therefore a plaintiff can only bring one action for recovery of damages in all jurisdictions. The European Union on its part has also rejected the single publication rule but continues to be unable to settle on the place-of-harm rule or place-of-publication rule or a blend of both, hence a lacuna persists.

The UK has furthermore adopted a rather broad interpretation of personal jurisdiction, which is unlike the American narrow view based on due process, which prohibits American courts from exercising jurisdiction over a non resident if it would be unfair or burdensome to a defendant. This explains the minimum contacts standard and express targeting as a prerequisite in the US. The permissive English approach of 'universal jurisdiction' has on several occasions involved citing of Gutnick.

These radically different positions on defamation have the effect that a plaintiff is more likely to succeed with a libel suit in Australia and England while the suit would have no chance of success in the US. The years subsequent to Gutnick have witnessed the growth of forum shopping (libel tourism), attempts at virtual borders, increased defamation reform and an actual chill on free speech in America. The rich and famous have resorted to come from the four comers of the world, more so from the US, to bring libel actions in the UK. The UK courts on their part have proved to be trigger happy against defendants when it comes to online defamation litigation. Several cases indicate the growth of libel tourism with London being a favourite destination.

IV. Reconciling Gutnick's position with other international jurisdictions: reality or wishful thinking?

It is clear from the foregoing that it is extremely difficult to reconcile the Gutnick decision with decisions in the US. It seemingly however strongly resonates with the decisions in the UK, albeit hesitantly with Canadian decisions. In an attempt to illustrate this difficulty a case illustrating the growth of the much feared chill on free speech is in order. It often operates in tandem with libel tourism. Dr Rachel Ehrenfeld was an expert in the financing of terrorism and in her book Funding Evil she reported allegations she got through her sources that Saudi Arabian businessman Khalid Bin Mahfouz funded terrorism prior to September 11, 2001.

Bin Mahfouz sued Dr Ehrenfeld in England for libel even though she wrote and published her book in the US. Because twenty three copies were somehow purchased in England and the first chapter of the book was online, English courts agreed to hear the matter. As an independent writer with inadequate funds Dr Ehrenfeld did not defend the matter however a default judgment was awarded against her for 60,000 pounds together with an injunction. Her attempts to gain a declaratory judgment in New York barring enforcement of a foreign verdict were unsuccessful due to Bin Mahfouze's insufficient contacts with New York.

Americans subsequently decided to take draconian legislative measures to curb further imposition of foreign laws and judgments within their jurisdiction. New York set the pace, in reaction to the judgment passing the Libel Terrorism Protection Act (dubbed "Rachel's law") and ensuring that foreign judgment will not be recognised. It was further designed to work retroactively giving Dr Ehrenfeld a new chance to sue Bin Mahfouz.

Several states like Illinois have also enacted this law and Congress is in the process of enacting the Free Speech Protection Act with draconian international ramifications yet aimed at protecting all American publishers, persons and academics. It allows US authors to countersue for damages; a domestic court may award them treble damages if a fact finder determines that the plaintiff's aim was to suppress First Amendment rights. These damages are based on the amount of the foreign judgment, costs including all legal fees attributable to the foreign lawsuit and harm caused to the US person due to decreased opportunities to publish, conduct research, or generate funding.

Clearly the internet defamation battle lines between reputation and free speech have been redrawn and a great opportunity to use private international law and comity in resolving this tussle seems lost. It is even apparent that some of the New York law provisions are so overarching that they could be unconstitutional.

Gutnick can easily be reconciled with decisions in the UK and possibly Europe and Canada. However given that the bulk of litigation remains against American corporate media houses, writers and publishers, individuals with US interests will think twice prior to launching defamation suits at the place of downloading material.

Furthermore liability of internet service providers for third party content has gained increased scrutiny. With regard to defamatory content on Wikipedia for example everyone who contributes to the publication is potentially liable because, as noted in Gutnick, publication includes publication over the internet. Therefore an author of a
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The wiki page can be seen to have published the material. An example is an article on John Seigenthaler Sr, a journalist and politician alleged on Wikipedia to have been involved in the assassination of John F Kennedy. The 2005 article remained in Wikipedia for some months, leading to considerable media attention and resulting in implementing an official actions policy. This policy enables a Wikipedia employee to protect or modify any article. These issues also explain the growth of agnotology (culturally induced ignorance) through chill of speech especially with regard to Wikipedia-style publishing which is characterized by the perpetual "balance of terror." The lack of adequate judicial dialogue with regard to transnational speech has been apparent, despite Kirby J aptly doing so in Gutnick. There has been a failure to fully internalise the role of the judiciary in shaping international legal norms through transnational judicial dialogue.

V. Conclusion

A New dawn and a break from aristocracy?

Defamation laws are in need of harmonisation as several academics, practitioners and legislators seem to affirm worldwide. Efforts towards an international treaty should be pursued despite the recent American developments.

Indeed freedom of speech has never really belonged to the man on the street, it would suffice to note that it has only been fully realised with the advent of the internet. It is now possible for individuals to make use of internet tools available in popular internet sites to add their two cents worth to the most widely disseminated and read articles and news reports on leading sites. Clearly never before have individuals had such ability, speed, effectiveness, wide reach and access in public self expression. Karmel has rightly posited:

In the past, freedom of expression was viewed in the abstract and as an aspiration. The ability to publicly air one's views was held by a select few. Theory did not reflect reality. Much rhetoric was expended on speaking and writing about the value of free speech but in actuality it was all about freedom of the press covering large media concerns, the rich and those in power.

The much resisted reality is that defamation laws in most countries are being slowly reformed legislatively and the internet has been the major catalyst. Kirby J was right in his apprehension regarding Gutnick. Clearly another indisputable reality is these reforms will move more towards the American position of free speech than reputation in the internet age. Ongoing reforms in Australia, Britain and Europe in themselves are evidence of this. A cursory glance at comments made about videos on YouTube and on Facebook is just a tip of the iceberg on what is yet to come with the evolution of the internet. It however remains vital to guard against an absolute slide into the American approach, which is truly a 'slippery slope' that authoritarian and even democratic societies simply cannot handle.
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